
House Jacks Circus Poster Elements from CD “Fitchy and Grikko”
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Artwork and supporting graphics for the CD “Fitchy and Grikko,” an album by the a capella band, The House Jacks. 
Theme for artwork and CD was “1900’s Russian Circus.” I used early 1900’s style typeface, and altered victorian clip 
art when possible. Some imagery came from my and the band’s personal photo collections. 
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House Jacks CD Package: “Fitchy and Grikko”

Artwork for the CD “Fitchy and Grikko,” an album by the a capella band, The House Jacks. Theme for artwork and 
CD was “1900’s Russian Circus.” I used early 1900’s style typeface, and altered victorian clip art when possible. Some 
imagery came from my and the band’s personal photo collections. The band took the song titles and wove them into 
stories that were the inspiration for the images.     3D renderings by Casey Sattler.
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The House Jacks promo book

Promotional book for the SanFrancisco-based a capella band, The House Jacks. The band 
wanted a promotional piece that showcased each band member and also highlighted 
quotes from music industry reviews and famous fans.
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House Jacks CD Package: “Drive”

Artwork for the CD “Drive,” an album by the a capella band, The House Jacks. This was an all-live recordings album, 
all interior photographs of the band were taken while on tour through the United States and Europe.
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House Jacks CD Package: “Drive” (con’t.)

traycard: under cd

Artwork for the CD “Drive,” an album by the a capella band, The House Jacks. This was an all-live recordings album, 
all interior photographs of the band were taken while on tour through the United States and Europe.
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The House Jacks Tour Poster

Tour poster for the a capella band, The House Jacks. Lower area intentionally left open for each location to fill in 
with concert details.
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